
KLASS KUSTOM offers a new dimension to textured acrylic. We can customize the acrylic by 
backspraying it with any colour of automotive metallic paint you desire. The metallic effect is dynamic in 
the way it settles into every crevice of the texture, creating somewhat of a 3D effect that is simply stunning. 
It is ideal for any flat surface paneling or cladding, for example bar front paneling, wall cladding or splash-
backs. It’s all up to your imagination. Create something truly unique with KLASS KUSTOM.
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Alley

Gossamer

Blossom

Floret

VortexSonar

Maze

Droplet

Reverb

Checker

Eucalypt Celtic

Interlock Crete

If you want a transparent modern look with out the cost, weight and fragility of glass then you can't 
get better than KLASS ILLUSIONS. It is a beautiful clear acrylic textured with edgy modern no fuss 
designs creating a modern sophisticated feel. Transform the look and feel of your office or residential 
space with an edge using KLASS ILLUSIONS.

KLASS is a fantastically practical textured acrylic that replicates the quality appearance of slumped 
glass whilst eliminating the associated problems of weight, fragility, workability and cost. With 15 
organic textures available in 4 different thicknesses and is available in clear or green tint.

KLASS delivers the design versatility required in texture, strength and installation for 
individual projects from domestic splashbacks to feature walls in commercial or retail fit outs. 
Klass can also be painted to give you your own customised look and feel to any colour you require.

Amazon

Bamboo

Blizzard

Delta

Geometric

Grain

Honeycomb

Rainforest 

Rattan

Ripples

Tibet WillowIce

Monsoon
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